
The Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model:Analysis and ApplicationsSHAI FINE fshai@cs.huji.ac.ilInstitute of Computer Science, Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, IsraelYORAM SINGER singer@research.att.comAT&T Labs, 180 Park Avenue, Florham Park, NJ 07932NAFTALI TISHBY tishby@cs.huji.ac.ilInstitute of Computer Science, Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, IsraelAbstract. We introduce, analyze and demonstrate a recursive hierarchical generalization of thewidely used hiddenMarkovmodels, which we name HierarchicalHiddenMarkovModels (HHMM).Our model is motivated by the complex multi-scale structure which appears in many naturalsequences, particularly in language, handwriting and speech. We seek a systematic unsupervisedapproach to themodelingof such structures. By extending the standard forward-backward(Baum-Welch) algorithm, we derive an e�cient procedure for estimating the model parameters fromunlabeled data. We then use the trained model for automatic hierarchical parsing of observationsequences. We describe two applications of our model and its parameter estimation procedure.In the �rst application we show how to construct hierarchical models of natural English text. Inthese models di�erent levels of the hierarchy correspond to structures on di�erent length scales inthe text. In the second application we demonstrate how HHMMs can be used to automaticallyidentify repeated strokes that represent combination of letters in cursive handwriting.1. IntroductionHidden Markov models (HMMs) have become the method of choice for modelingstochastic processes and sequences in applications such as speech and handwrit-ing recognition (Rabiner, 1986), (Nag et al., 1985) and computational molecularbiology (Krogh et al., 1993), (Baldi et al., 1994). Hidden Markov models are alsoused for natural language modeling (see e.g. (Jelinek, 1985)). In most of these ap-plications the model's topology is determined in advance and the model parametersare estimated by an EM procedure (Dempster et al., 1977), known as the forward-backward (or Baum-Welch) algorithm in this context (Baum and Petrie, 1966).Some recent worked has explored the inference of the model structure as well(Stolcke and Omohundro, 1994). In most of the above applications, however, thereare di�culties due to the multiplicity of length scales and recursive nature of thesequences. Some of these di�culties can be overcome using stochastic context freegrammars (SCFG). The parameters of stochastic grammars are di�cult to estimatesince typically the likelihood of observed sequences induced by a SCFG varies dra-matically with small changes in the parameters of the model. Furthermore, thecommon algorithm for parameter estimation of SCFGs, called the inside-outside



2 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBYalgorithm (Lari and Young, 1990), has a cubic time complexity in the length of theobserved sequences.In this paper we present a hierarchical generalization of the hidden Markov model.Our primary motivation is to enable better modeling of the di�erent stochastic lev-els and length scales that are present in the natural language, whether speech,handwriting, or text. Another important property of such models is the ability toinfer correlated observations over long periods in the observation sequence via thehigher levels of the hierarchy. We show how to e�ciently estimate the model param-eters through an estimation scheme inspired by the inside-outside algorithm. Thestructure of the model we propose is fairly general and allows an arbitrary num-ber of activations of its submodels. This estimation procedure can be e�cientlyapproximated so that the overall computation time is only quadratic in the lengthof the observations. Thus long time correlations can be captured by the modelwhile keeping the running time reasonable. We demonstrate the applicability ofthe model and its estimation procedure by learning a multi-resolution structureof natural English text. The resulting models exhibit the formation of \temporalexperts" of di�erent time scales, such as punctuation marks, frequent combinationsof letters, and endings of phrases. We also use the learning algorithm of hierar-chical hidden Markov models for unsupervised learning of repeated strokes thatrepresent combinations of letters in cursive handwriting. We then use submodelsof the resulting HHMMs to spot new occurrences of the same letters combinationin unlabeled data.The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce and describe thehierarchical hidden Markov model. In Section 3 we derive the estimation procedurefor the parameters of the hierarchical hidden Markov model. In Section 4 wedescribe and demonstrate two applications that utilize the model and its estimationscheme. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss related work, describe several possiblegeneralizations of the model, and conclude. In order to keep the presentationsimple, most of the technical details are deferred to the technical appendices. Asummary of the symbols and variables used in the paper is given in Appendix C.2. Model descriptionHierarchical hidden Markov models (HHMM) are structured multi-level stochasticprocesses. HHMMs generalize the standard HMMs by making each of the hiddenstates an \autonomous" probabilistic model on its own, that is, each state is anHHMM as well. Therefore, the states of an HHMM emit sequences rather thana single symbol. An HHMM generates sequences by a recursive activation of oneof the substates of a state. This substate might also be composed of substatesand would thus activate one of its substates, etc. This process of recursive activa-tions ends when we reach a special state which we term a production state. Theproduction states are the only states which actually emit output symbols throughthe usual HMM state output mechanism: an output symbol emitted in a produc-tion state is chosen according to a probability distribution over the set of output



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 3symbols. Hidden states that do not emit observable symbols directly are calledinternal states. We term the activation of a substate by an internal state a verticaltransition. Upon the completion of a vertical transition (which may include furthervertical transitions to lower level states), control returns to the state which origi-nated the recursive activation chain. Then, a state transition within the same level,which we call a horizontal transition, is performed. The set of states and verticaltransitions induces a tree structure where the root state is the node at the top ofthe hierarchy and the leaves are the production states. To simplify notation werestrict our analysis to HHMMs with a full underlying tree structure, i.e., all theleaves are at the same distance from the root state. The analysis of HHMMs with ageneral structure is a straightforward generalization of the analysis presented here.The experiments described in this paper were performed with a general topology.We would like to note in passing that every HHMM can be represented as astandard single level HMM. The states of the HMM are the production states ofthe corresponding HHMM with a fully connected structure, i.e., there is a non-zeroprobability of moving from any of the states to any other state. The equivalentHMM lacks, however, the multi-level structure which we exploit in the applicationsdescribed in Section 4.We now give a formal description of an HHMM. Let � be a �nite alphabet. Wedenote by �� the set of all possible strings over �. An observation sequence is a�nite string from �� denoted by �O = o1o2 � � �oT . A state of an HHMM is denotedby qdi (d 2 f1; : : : ; Dg) where i is the state index and d is the hierarchy index. Thehierarchy index of the root is 1 and of the production states isD. The internal statesneed not have the same number of substates. We therefore denote the number ofsubstates of an internal state qdi by jqdi j. Whenever it is clear from the context, weomit the state index and denote a state at level d by qd. In addition to its modelstructure (topology), an HHMM is characterized by the state transition probabilitybetween the internal states and the output distribution vector of the productionstates. That is, for each internal state qdi (d 2 f1; : : : ; D � 1g), there is a statetransition probability matrix denoted by Aqd = (aqdij ), where aqdij = P (qd+1j jqd+1i )is the probability of making a horizontal transition from the ith state to the jth,both of which are substates of qd. Similarly, �qd = f�qd (qd+1i )g = fP (qd+1i jqd)gis the initial distribution vector over the substates of qd, which is the probabilitythat state qd will initially activate the state qd+1i . If qd+1i is in turn an internalstate, then �d(qd+1i ) may also be interpreted as the probability of making a verticaltransition: entering substate qd+1i from its parent state qd. Each production stateqD is solely parameterized by its output probability vector BqD = fbqD(k)g, wherebqD (k) = P (�kjqD) is the probability that the production state qD will output thesymbol �k 2 �. The entire set of parameters is denoted by� = f�qdgd2f1;:::;Dg = ffAqdgd2f1;:::;D�1g; f�qdgd2f1;:::;D�1g; fBqDgg :An illustration of an HHMM with an arbitrary topology and parameters is givenin Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An illustrationof an HHMM of four levels.Gray and black edges re-spectively denote verticaland horizontal transitions.Dashed thin edges denote(forced) returns from theend state of each level tothe level's parent state.For simplicity, the pro-duction states are omittedfrom the �gure.To summarize, a string is generated by starting from the root state and choosingone of the root's substates at random according to �q1 . Similarly, for each internalstate q that is entered, one of q's substates is randomly chosen according to q's ini-tial probability vector �q . The operation proceeds with the chosen substate whichrecursively activates one of its substates. These recursive operations are carried outuntil a production state, qD, is reached at which point a single symbol is gener-ated according to a state output probability vector, BqD . Then control returns tothe state activated qD. Upon the completion of a recursive string generation, theinternal state that started the recursion chooses the next state in the same levelaccording to the level's state transition matrix and the newly chosen state starts anew recursive string generation process. Each level has a terminal state, denotedqdend, which is the actual means of terminating the stochastic state activation pro-cess. When a terminal state is reached, control returns to the parent state of thewhole hierarchy. The generation of the observation sequence is completed whencontrol of all the recursive activations is returned to the root state. We assumethat all stats can be reached by a �nite number of steps from the root state, thatis, the model is strongly connected.3. Inference and learningAs in the case with HMMs, three natural problems typically arise in applicationsthat use HHMMs:



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 5Calculating the likelihood of a sequence: Given an HHMM and its parame-ter set � = f�qdg, �nd the probability P ( �Oj�) of a sequence �O to be generatedby the model �.Finding the most probable state sequence: Given an HHMM, its parameterset � = f�qdg, and an observation sequence �O, �nd the single state activationsequence that is most likely to generate the observation sequence.Estimating the parameters of a model: Given the structure of an HHMM andone or more observation sequences f �Otg, �nd the most probable parameter set�? of the model, �? = argmax� P (f �Otgj�).Solutions for the above problems for HHMMs are more involved than for HMMs,due to the hierarchical structure and multi-scale properties. For instance, the mostprobable state sequence given an observation sequence is a multi-resolution struc-ture of state activations instead of a simple sequence of indices of the mostly prob-able states to be reached. We now present the solutions to these problems, startingwith the simplest. We will be using the following terminology: we say that stateqd started its operation at time t if the (possibly empty) sub-sequence o1 � � �ot�1was generated before qd was activated by its parent state, and the symbol ot wasgenerated by one of the production states reached from qd. Analogously, we saythat state �nished its operation at time t if ot was the last symbol generated byany of the production states reached from qd, and control was returned to qd fromqd+1end.3.1. Calculating the likelihood of a sequenceSince each of the internal states of an HHMM can be viewed as an autonomousmodel which can generate a substring of the observation using its substates, ane�cient likelihood evaluation procedure should be recursive. For each state qd wecalculate the likelihood of generating a substring !, denoted by P (!j�; qd). Assumefor the moment that these probabilities are provided except for the the root stateq1. Let �i = (i1; i2; : : : ; il) be the indices of the states at the second level thatwere visited during the generation of the observation sequence �O = o1; o2; : : : ; oTof length T . Note that the last state entered at the second level is q2end, thusq2il = q2end. Let �j be the temporal position of the �rst symbol generated by stateq2ij , and let the entire list of these indices be denoted by �� = (�1; �2; : : : ; �l). Sinceq2i1 was activated by q1 at the �rst time step and q2end was the last state from thesecond level that was activated, we have �1 = 1 and �l = T . The likelihood of theentire sequence given the above information is,P ( �Oj��;�i; �) =�q1(q2i1) P (o1 � � �o�2�1jq2i1; �)aq1i1i2 P (o�2 � � �o�3�1jq2i2; �)aq1i2i3� � �P (o�l�2 � � �o�l�1�1jq2il�2 ; �)aq1il�2il�1 P (o�l�1 � � �oT jq2il�1 ; �) aq1il�1end :



6 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBYIn order to calculate the unconditioned likelihood we need to sum over all possi-ble switching times � and state indices I. Clearly this is not feasible since thereare exponentially many such combinations. Fortunately, the structure of HHMMsenables us to use dynamic programming to devise a generalized version of theforward-backward algorithm. The generalized forward probabilities, �(�), are de-�ned to be�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) = P (ot � � �ot+k; qdi �nished at t+ k j qd�1 started at t) :That is, �(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) is the probability that the partial observation sequenceot � � �ot+k was generated by state qd�1 and that qdi was the last state activated byqd�1 during the generation of ot � � �ot+k. Note that the operation of each substateqd�1 does not necessarily end at time t+k and that ot � � �ot+k can be a pre�x of alonger sequence generated by qd�1. To calculate the probability that the sequenceot � � �ot+k was generated by qd�1, we need to sum over all possible states at level dending at qd�1end ,P (ot � � �ot+kjqd�1) = jqd�1 jXi=1 �(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) aqd�1i end :Finally, the likelihood of the whole observation sequence is obtained by summingover all possible starting states (called by the root state q1),P ( �Oj�) = jq1jXi=1 �(1; T; q2i ; q1) :The de�nition of the generalized � variables for the states at level D � 1, �(t; t+k; qDi ; qD�1), is equivalent to the de�nition of the forward variable �t+k(i) of anHMM that consists of only this level and whose output probability vectors arede�ned by the production states qDi . The evaluation of the � variables is done in arecursive bottom-up manner such that the � values calculated for the substates ofan internal state q are used to determine the � values of q.In summary, for each internal state q we need to calculate its � value for eachpossible subsequence of the observation sequence using a recursive decompositionof each subsequence based on the � values of q's substates. Therefore the timecomplexity of evaluating the � values for all states of an HHMM is O(NT 3), whereN is the total number of states and T is the length of the observation sequence. Ina similar manner, a generalized backward variable � is de�ned,�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) = P (ot � � �ot+kj qdi started at t; qd�1 �nished at t+ k) :A detailed description of the calculation of � and � is provided in Appendix A.3.2. Finding the most probable state sequenceThe most probable state sequence is a multi-scale list of states: if state q hadgenerated the string oi � � �oj, then its parent state generated the string ok � � �ol, such



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 7that k � i and j � l. Thus the string oi � � �oj is subdivided by the substates of stateq to non-overlapping subsequences. This list can be computed e�ciently followingthe same line of reasoning used to derive the � variables, replacing summation bymaximization. Since the process which �nds the most probable state sequence forHMMs is known as the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967), we term the modi�edalgorithm for HHMMs the generalized Viterbi algorithm.Similar to the de�nition of the � variables we de�ne �(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) to be thelikelihood of the most probable (hierarchical) state sequence generating ot � � �ot+kgiven that qd�1 was entered at time t, its substate qdi was the last state to beactivated by qd, and control returned to qd at time t + k. Since we are interestedin the actual hierarchical parsing of the sequence into states we also maintain twoadditional variables:  (t; t + k; qdi ; qd) is the index of the most probable state tobe activated by qd�1 before activating qdi , and t0 = � (t; t + k; qdi ; qd) (t � t0 �t+k) is the time when qdi was activated by qd. Given these two variables themost probable hierarchical state sequence is obtained by scanning the lists  and� from the root state to the production states. If a breadth-�rst-search is usedfor scanning then the states are listed by their level index from top to bottom.If a depth-�rst-search is used then the states are listed by their activation time.Since we simply replaced summation with maximization the time complexity of thegeneralized Viterbi algorithm is the same as the time of the generalized forward-backward, namely O(NT 3). The pseudo-code describing this algorithm is given inAppendix B.We have also devised a heuristic that �nds an approximation to the most probablestate sequence in O(NT 2) time. This heuristic assumes that the distributionsover sequences induced by the di�erent states are substantially di�erent from eachother. Hence the inuence of the horizontal transitions on �nding the most probablestate sequence is negligible. We therefore conduct an approximated search thatignores the transition probabilities. In other words, we treat each state qd of theHHMM as an autonomous model ignoring the inuence of the neighboring statesof q at level d. Therefore, only one maximization operation is performed at eachinternal node, reducing the overall running time to O(NT 2). Although there isno theoretical justi�cation for this approximation, we found in our experimentsthat the most probable state sequence found by the approximated search greatlyresembles the state sequence found by the exact generalized Viterbi algorithm (seethe experiments described in Section 4).3.3. Estimating the parameters of an HHMMThe maximum-likelihood parameter estimation procedure for HHMMs is a general-ization of the forward-backward algorithms since we also need to consider stochasticvertical transitions which recursively generate observations. Therefore, in addi-tion to the path variables � and � which correspond to `forward' and `backward'transitions, we add additional path variables which correspond to `downward' and`upward' transitions. The variables used in the expectation step are as follows:



8 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBY�(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1) is the probability of performing a horizontal transition from qdi toqdj , both substates of qd�1, at time t after the production of ot and before theproduction of ot+1,�(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1) = P (o1 � � �ot; qdi �! qdj ; ot+1 � � �oT j �) :Based on � we de�ne two auxiliary variables in and out which simplify the re-estimation step:in(t; qdi ; qd�1) is the probability of performing a horizontal transition to state qdibefore ot was generated. in is calculated using � by summing over all substatesof qd�1 which can perform a horizontal transition to qdi ,in(t; qdi ; qd�1) = jqd�1 jXk=1 �(t � 1; qdk; qdi ; qd�1) :out(t; qdi ; qd�1) is the probability of leaving state qdi by performing a horizontaltransition to any of the states in the same level d after the generation of ot.Analogous to in, out is calculated using � by summing over all substates ofqd�1 that can be reached from qdi by a single horizontal transition,out(t; qdi ; qd�1) = jqd�1 jXk=1 �(t; qdi ; qdk; qd�1) :The path variable used to estimate the probability of a vertical transition is �.�(t; qdi ; qd�1) is the probability that state qd�1 was entered at time t before ot wasgenerated and initially chose to activate state qdi ,�(t; qdi ; qd�1) = P (o1 � � �ot�1; qd�1#qdi ; ot � � �oT j �) :Based on the above path variables and given the current set of parameters, thefollowing expectations are calculated:PT�1t=1 �(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1): the expected number of horizontal transitions from qdi toqdj , both are substates of the qd�1.PTt=2 in(t; qdi ; qd�1) =Pjqd�1 jk=1 PTt=2 �(t � 1; qdk; qdi ; qd�1): the expected number ofhorizontal transitions to state qdi from any of the states in level d.PT�1t=1 out(t; qdi ; qd�1) =Pjqd�1 jk=1 PT�1t=1 �(t; qdi ; qdk; qd�1): the expected number of hor-izontal transition out of state qdi to any of the states in level d.



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 9PTt=1 �(t; qdi ; qd�1): the expected number of vertical transitions from qd�1 to qdi .Pjqd�1 ji=1 PT�1t=1 �(t; qdi ; qd�1): the expected number of vertical transitions from qd�1to any of its substates in level d.PTt=1 �(t; qDi ; qD�1) +PTt=2 in(t; qDi ; qD�1) =PT�1t=1 out(t; qDi ; qD�1) the expectednumber of vertical transitions to the production state qDi from state qD�1.A complete derivation of �; in; out, and � is given in Appendix A. After theabove expectations are calculated from the current parameters, a new set of pa-rameters is re-estimated as follows:�̂q1 (q2i ) = �(t; q2i ; q1) ; (1)�̂qd�1 (qdi ) = PTt=1 �(t; qdi ; qd�1)Pjqd�1 ji=1 PTt=1 �(t; qdi ; qd�1) (2 < d < D) ; (2)âqd�1ij = PTt=1 �(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1)Pjqd�1 jk=1 PTt=1 �(t; qdi ; qdk; qd�1) = PTt=1 �(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1)PTt=1 out(t; qdi ; qd�1) ; (3)b̂qD�1qDi (vk) = Pot=vk �(t; qDi ; qD�1) +Pt>1;ot=vk in(t; qDi ; qD�1)PTt=1 �(t; qDi ; qD�1) +PTt=2 in(t; qDi ; qD�1) : (4)In order to �nd a good set of parameters we iterate of the expectation step thatcalculates � , �, and the auxiliary path variables, and then we use Equ. (1)-(4) to�nd a new estimate of the parameters. Although tedious, it is fairly simple to verifythat the above steps in this iterative procedure correspond to the Expectation andMaximization steps of the EM algorithm. Hence, this procedure is guaranteedto converge to a stationary point (typically a local maximum) of the likelihoodfunction.4. ApplicationsIn this section we discuss and give two examples of the use of HHMMs and theirparameter estimation for the following complex sequence modeling tasks: buildinga multi-level structure for English text, and unsupervised identi�cation of repeatedstrokes in cursive handwriting.4.1. A multi-level structure for English textOne of the primary goals in stochastic analysis of complex sequences such as naturaltext is to design a model that captures correlations between events appearing farapart in the sequence. Observable Markov models have been widely used for suchtasks (see for instance (Ron et al., 1996) and the references therein). Since thestates of these models are constructed based on observable sub-sequences, however,



10 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBYthey cannot capture implicit long-distance statistical correlations. Here we suggestan alternative approach based on HHMMs and give some experimental evidencethat this approach is able to partly overcome the above di�culty.We built two HHMMs and trained them on natural text consisting of classicalEnglish stories. The observation alphabet included the lower and upper case letters,blanks, and punctuation marks. For training we used approximately 5000 sentencesof an average length of 50 characters. We trained the two HHMMs on exactly thesame text. The HHMMs were as follows:� A shallow HHMM consisting of two levels. The root state of this HHMM had 4substates. Each of the states at the second level had 7 substates which were allproduction states. Thus, all the production states were at the same level. Thestructure of this HHMM is shown at the top part of Figure 3.� An unbalanced HHMM consisting of three levels. This HHMM had a variablenumber of substates at each internal state. The structure of this HHMM wasunbalanced as it had production states at all levels. Illustrations of the secondHHMM are given in Figure 2 and the bottom part of Figure 3.We applied the generalized forward-backward parameter estimation procedure tothe above HHMMs. We found that after training the distributions over stringsinduced by the substates of the �rst HHMM greatly resembled the distribution in-duced by a standard HMM trained on the same data. In contrast, the distributioninduced by the second HHMM was substantially di�erent and revealed several in-teresting phenomena. First, the distribution induced by the second HHMM greatlyvaried across its di�erent substates. The sets of strings which are most probable tobe produced by the each of the states turned to have very little overlap. Second, weobserved a multi-scale behavior of the states. Speci�cally, we found that the mostprobable strings to be produced by the deep states roughly correspond to phoneticunits, namely, strings such as ing, th, wh, and ou. Going up the hierarchy, thestates at the second and third level produce strings which are frequent words andphrases such as: is not, will and where. Finally, at the top of the hierarchy, theroot state induced a distribution that corresponds to a sentence scale. For instance,the strings produced by the root state (and hence the entire HHMM) are likely toend with a punctuation mark. We also found that the horizontal transition prob-abilities at the end of training of the unbalanced HHMM got highly peaked. Thisreects strong Markov dependencies between states at the same level. Thus, notonly is the distribution induced by each state highly concentrated on few strings,but also the set of strings that can be generated by recursive activations of the deepHHMM is strongly biased towards syntactic structures that frequently appear innatural texts. As we demonstrate in the next application, the trained HHMM orany of its submodels can be now used as a building block in more complex tasks suchas text classi�cation. These highly biased distributions are illustrated in Figures 2and 3. In Figure 2 we give the horizontal transition probabilities at the beginningand the end of the training. In Figure 3 we list the most probable strings producedby each substate of the two HHMMs: the deep unbalanced HHMM at the bottom



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 11and the shallow balanced HHMM at the top. It is clear from the �gure that thericher model developed a much larger variety of strings which include whole wordsand fragments of sentences.4.2. Unsupervised learning of cursive handwritingIn (Singer and Tishby, 1994), a dynamic encoding scheme for cursive handwritingbased on an oscillatory model of handwriting was proposed and analyzed. Thisscheme performs an inverse mapping from continuous pen trajectories to stringsover a discrete set of symbols which e�ciently encode cursive handwriting. Thesesymbols are named motor control commands. The motor control commands canbe transformed back into pen trajectories using a generative model, and the hand-writing can be reconstructed without the noise that is eliminated by the dynamicencoding scheme. Each possible control command is composed of a Cartesian prod-uct of the form x � y where x;y 2 f0; 1; 2; 3; 4;5g, hence the alphabet consists of36 di�erent symbols. These symbols represent quantized horizontal and verticalamplitude modulation and their phase-lags.Di�erent Roman letters map to di�erent sequences over the above symbols. More-over, since there are di�erent writing styles and due to the existence of noise in thehumanmotor system, the same cursive letter can be written in many di�erent ways.This results in di�erent encodings that represent the same cursively written word.A desirable �rst step in a system that analyzes and recognizes cursive scripts is tobuild stochastic models that approximate the distribution of the sequences that cor-respond to complete cursive pen-trajectories. We used the motor control commandsas the observation alphabet and built HHMMs corresponding to di�erent cursivewords in the training set. For example, we used 60 examples of the word maintainto estimate the parameters of an HHMM which had �ve levels. This HHMM hadan unbalanced structure and it had production states at all levels. In the designof the topology of the HHMMs we took into account additional knowledge such asrepetitions of letters and combination of letters in cursively written words. Thestructure of the HHMM used for the word maintain is shown in Figure 4. Weused the generalized forward-backward algorithm to estimate the parameters ofthe HHMM. We then used the trained HHMM to identify repeated strokes thatrepresent combination of letters in cursive handwriting.In order to verify that the resulting HHMMs indeed learned the distribution andthe internal structure of the words, we used the generalized Viterbi algorithm forHHMMs to perform multi-scale segmentation of the motor control sequences. Anexample result of such a segmentation is given in Figure 5. In the �gure the cursiveword maintain, reconstructed from the motor control commands, is shown togetherwith its hierarchical segmentation. We used the trained HHMM of depth �ve whosestructure is shown in Figure 4 to segment the word.In Figure 5 we show the temporal segmentation into states from the �rst twohierarchies of the HHMM. It is clear from the �gure that the gerneralized Viterbialgorithm assigned di�erent states of the HHMM to di�erent cursive strokes. Fur-
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Figure 2. The transition distribution at the beginning (top) and the end of the training for anunbalanced HHMM of depth 3 that was trained on English texts. While the initial distribution isalmost uniform, the �nal distribution is sharply peaked around di�erent states at di�erent levels.
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-1.3

-4.1Figure 6. Spotting the occurrences of the letters ai in the sentence we maintained a chain ofpointers. The submodel corresponding to this combination of letters was pulled out from theHHMM shown in Figure 5 which was built for the word maintain. Occurrences of the letters arefound by letting the model compete against a null hypothesis that induces a uniform distributionover all possible symbols.5. ConclusionsHierarchical hidden Markov models are a generalization of HMMs which providea partial answer to two fundamental problems that arise in complex sequencemodeling. First, HHMMs are able to correlate structures accuring relatively farapart in observation sequences, while maintaining the simplicity and computationaltractability of simple Markov processes. Second, they are able to handle statisticalinhomogeneities common in speech and natural language. The maximum likelihoodparameter estimation procedure and the Viterbi most probable state decoding, areboth naturally generalized to this richer structure. However, there is still a missingcomponent: HHMMs lack the ability to adapt their topology, that is, to allow forself-organized merging and growth of the submodels. There are also several naturalgeneralization of HHMMs. For instance, using the framework introduced by Bengioand Frasconi (1995) for input-output HMMs, hierarchical HMMs can be generalizedto describe input-output mappings between strings over two di�erent alphabets.The experiments with HHMMs described in this paper are an initial step to-wards a better understanding of hierarchical stochastic models for natural com-plex sequences. There are other models, such as factorial hidden Markov models(Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997) and alternative parameter estimation techniques(Singer and Warmuth, 1997) that can be used. Understanding the connections be-tween these di�erent approaches and conducting a formal analysis of hierarchicalstochastic modeling is an important research direction that is now in progress.



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 17Appendix AGeneralized forward-backward algorithmTo remind the reader, we calculate four path variables in the expectation step:�; �; �, and �, which informally correspond to `forward',`backward', `downward',and `upward' stochastic transitions in the given HHMM. The variables � and � arecalculated in a bottom-upmanner since the probability induced by a state q dependsonly on the substates that belong to the tree (submodel) rooted at q. Given thevariables � and �, the variables � and � are calculated in a top-down manner. Tosimplify the derivation of the path variables, we also de�ne two auxiliary variables,�in and �out. We now give a detailed derivation of these variables.De�nition:�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) = P (ot � � �ot+k; qdi �nished at t + k j qd�1 started at t)Estimation:�(t; t; qDi ; qD�1) = �qD�1(qDi ) bqD�1i (ot)�(t; t+ k; qDi ; qD�1) = 24jqD�1 jXj=1 �(t; t+ k � 1; qDj ; qD�1) aqD�1ji 35 bqD�1i (ot+k)�(t; t; qdi ; qd�1) = �qd�1(qdi ) 24jqdi jXs=1�(t; t; qd+1s ; qdi ) aqdis end35�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) = k�1Xl=0 24jqd�1 jXj=1 �(t; t+ l; qdj ; qd�1) aqd�1ji 3524 jqdi jXs=1�(t+ l + 1; t+ k; qd+1s ; qdi ) aqdis end35+ �qd�1(qdi )24 jqdi jXs=1�(t; t+ k; qd+1s ; qdi ) aqdis end35De�nition:�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) = P (ot � � �ot+kj qdi started at t; qd�1 �nished at t + k)Estimation:�(t; t; qDi ; qD�1) = bqD�1i (ot) aqD�1i end�(t; t+ k; qDi ; qD�1) = bqD�1i (ot) 24jqD�1jXj 6=end aqD�1ij �(t + 1; t+ k; qDj ; qD�1)35



18 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBY�(t; t; qdi ; qd�1) = 24jqdi jXs=1 �qdi (qd+1s ) �(t; t; qd+1s ; qdi )35 aqdii end�(t; t + k; qdi ; qd�1) = k�1Xl=0 24jqdi jXs=1 �qdi(qd+1s ) �(t; t + l; qd+1s ; qdi )3524jqd�1 jXj=1 aqd�1ij �(t + l + 1; t+ k; qdj ; qd�1)35+ 24jqdi jXs=1 �qdi (qd+1s ) �(t; t + k; qd+1s ; qdi )35 aqd�1i endDe�nition:�in(t; qdi ; qd�1) = P (o1 � � �ot�1; qdi started at tj �)Estimation:�in(1; q2i ; q1) = �q1(q2i )�in(t; q2i ; q1) = jq1jXj=1�(1; t� 1; q2j ; q1) aq1ji (1 < t)�in(1; qdi ; qd�1l ) = �in(1; qd�1l ; qd�2) �qd�1l (qdi )�in(t; qdi ; qd�1l ) = t�1Xt0=1�in(t0; qd�1l ; qd�2) 24jqd�1l jXj=1 �(t0; t� 1; qdj ; qd�1l ) aqd�1lji 35+ �in(t; qd�1l ; qd�2)�qd�1l (qdi ) (1 < t)De�nition:�out(t; qdi ; qd�1) = P (qdi �nished at t; ot+1 � � �oT j �)Estimation:�out(t; q2i ; q1) = jq1jXj=1aq1ij �(t + 1; T; q2j ; q1) (t < T )�out(t; qdi ; qd�1l ) = TXk=t+124jqd�1l jXj=1 aqd�1lij �(t + 1; k; qdj ; qd�1l )35 �out(k; qd�1l ; qd�2)+ aqd�1li end �out(t; qd�1l ; qd�2) (t < T )�out(T; qdi ; qd�1l ) = aqd�1li end �out(T; qd�1l ; qd�2)



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 19De�nition:�(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1) = P (qdi �nished at t; qdj started at t + 1j�; �O)= P (o1 � � �ot; qdi �! qdj ; ot+1 � � �oT j�; �O)Estimation:�(t; q2i ; q2j ; q1) = �(1; t; q2i ; q1) aq1ij �(t + 1; T; q2j ; q1)P ( �Oj�) (t < T )�(T; q2i ; q2j ; q1) = �(1; T; q2i ; q1) aq1ijP ( �Oj�)�(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1l ) = 1P ( �Oj�) " tXs=1�in(s; qd�1l ; qd�2)�(s; t; qdi ; qd�1l )# aqd�1lij" TXe=t+1�(t + 1; e; qdj ; qd�1l ) �out(e; qd�1l ; qd�2)# (t < T )�(t; qdi ; qdend; qd�1l ) = 1P ( �Oj�) " tXs=1�in(s; qd�1l ; qd�2)�(s; t; qdi ; qd�1l )#aqd�1li end �out(t; qd�1l ; qd�2) (t < T )De�nition:�(t; qdi ; qd�1) = P (qdi started at tj�; �O)= P (o1 � � �ot�1; qd�1#qdi ; ot � � �oT j �; �O)Estimation:�(1; q2i ; q1) = �q1(q2i ) �(1; T; q2i ; q1)P ( �Oj�)�(t; qdi ; qd�1l ) = �in(t; qd�1l ; qd�2)�qd�1l (qdi )P ( �Oj�)" TXe=t�(t; e; qdi ; qd�1l ) �out(e; qd�1l ; qd�2)# (2 < d)



20 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBYAppendix BGeneralized Viterbi algorithmTo remind the reader, for each pair of states (qd�1; qdi ) we keep three variables:� �(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) is the likelihood of the most probable state sequence gener-ating ot � � �ot+k assuming it was solely generated by a recursive activation thatstarted at time step t from state qd�1 and ended at qdi which returned to qd�1at time step t+ k.�  (t; t + k; qdi ; qd�1) is the index of the most probable state to be activated byqd�1 before qdi . If such a state does not exist (ot � � �ot+k was solely generatedby qdi ) we set  (t; t + k; qdi ; qd�1) def= 0.� � (t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) is the time step at which qdi was most probable to be calledby qd�1. If qdi generated the entire subsequence we set  (t; t + k; qdi ; qd�1) = t.To simplify our notation, we de�ne the functional MAX whose parameters area function f and a �nite set S,MAX l2S ff(l)g def= �maxl2S ff(l)g; argmaxl2S ff(l)g� :The generalized Viterbi algorithm starts from the production states and calculate�;  , and � in a bottom up manner as follows.Production states:1. Initialization:�(t; t; qDi ; qD�1) = �qD�1(qDi ) bqDi (ot)  (t; t; qDi ; qD�1) = 0 � (t; t; qDi ; qD�1) = t2. Recursion:��(t; t+ k; qDi ; qD�1);  (t; t+ k; qDi ; qD�1)� =MAX1 � j � jqD�1j n�(t; t+ k � 1; qDj ; qD�1) aqD�1ji bqDi (ot+k)o� (t; t+ k; qDi ; qD�1) = t+kInternal states:1. Initialization:�(t; t; qdi ; qd�1) = max1 � j � jqdi j n�qd�1(qdi ) �(t; t; qd+1r ; qdi ) aqdir endo (t; t; qdi ; qd�1) = 0 � (t; t; qdi ; qd�1) = t



THE HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 212. Recursion:(A) For t0 = t+ 1; : : : ; t+ k set:R = max1�r�jqdi jn�(t0; t+ k; qd+1r ; qdi ) aqdir endo(�(t0);	(t0)) = MAX 1�j�jqd�1j n�(t; t0 � 1; qdj ; qd�1) aqd�1ji Ro(B) For t set:�(t) = �qd�1(qdi ) max1�r�jqd�1i jn�(t; t+ k; qd+1r ; qdi ) aqdir endo	(t) = 0(C) Find the most probable switching time:��(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1); � (t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1)� = MAX t�t0�t+k �(t0) (t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) = 	 �� (t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1)�Finally, the probability of the most probable state sequence is found as follows,�P ?; q2last� = MAX q2i ��(1; T; q2i ; q1)	 ;and the most probable states sequence itself is found by scanning the lists  and �starting from � (1; T; q2last; q1) and  (1; T; q2last; q1).



22 S. FINE, Y. SINGER, N. TISHBYAppendix CTable C.1. List of symbols and variablesSymbol De�nition Section� �nite alphabet 2�O = o1o2 : : : oT (oi 2 �) observation sequence 2d 2 f1; : : : ; Dg hierarchy depth 2qdi the ith substate at level d 2�qd = f�d(qd+1i )g initial substate distribution 2= fP (qd+1i jqd)gAqd = faqdij g substate transition probabilities 2= fP (qd+1j jqd+1i )gBqDi = fbqDi (k)g output probability distribution 2= fP (�kjqDi )g� = ffAqdgf�qdgfBqDgg HHMM's set of parameters 2�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) P (ot � � � ot+k ; qdi �nished at t+ k j 3.1qd�1 started at t)�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) P (ot � � � ot+k j qdi started at t; 3.1qd�1 �nished at t+ k)�(t; qdi ; qdj ; qd�1) P (o1 � � � ot; qdi �! qdj ; ot+1 � � � oT j �) 3in(t; qdi ; qd�1) in(t; qdi ; qd�1) =Pjqd�1 jk=1 �(t� 1; qdk; qdi ; qd�1) 3out(t; qdi ; qd�1) out(t; qdi ; qd�1) =Pjqd�1 jk=1 �(t; qdi ; qdk; qd�1) 3�(t; qdi ; qd�1) P (o1 � � � ot�1; qd�1#qdi ; ot � � �oT j �) 3�in(t; qdi ; qd�1) P (o1 � � � ot�1; qdi started at tj �) A�out(t; qdi ; qd�1) P (qdi �nished at t; ot+1 � � �oT j �) A�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) value (�), state-list ( ), transition times (�) B (t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) of the most probable generation of ot � � � ot+k�(t; t+ k; qdi ; qd�1) started by qd�1 at t and ended by qdi at t+ k
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